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INl'ROD\J~'l'Imr:
This thesis is mdnly a study of the equivarimt unitary
*cobordis~ DG' G a co~pact Lie group. It is obtained in Chapter 1
as an exaapl,e of an equivariuut cohomologyth, ory associated to a
G-spectrum. In adr3ition to discussing a number of results needed
*in the rest of the thesis, we set up the U,-,_ spectral sequence
'J
and use it to prove that given a compact Gx G'_ sp~ce X such that
G acts freely on X, there is a natural ml<ltiplicative isomorphism
In Chapter 2, we define a localized cobordism theory
UG
*[A -1J • Given an n-dimensional G-vector bundle S over a compact
G-space X, (G abelian), it is proved that u; (peE)L 1\ -'j is freely
generat ed over u; (X)[1\ -1J by 1, P , .... , f n-1 for somenatural
element FE U~ (p( s)) LA -1J. This is exploited in Chapter 3 to
def'Ln e UG*t " -1J -L, char~cteristic classes, to give a partial result
about u; LA. -~ - theory of Grassmannians, m d prove that (for G
abelian)
RG .1{ K*~* - GUG
(X,A)••••....•..•...(~)
for X a locally compact G-space and A a closed G-subspace of X.
Chapter 4 deals with the proof of this lat er rerult for
non-abelian G. For connected Gwith maximal tonus T a Gysin
homomorphism (x a compact G-space) is
* *defined. Composedwith the restriction homoaorrhtsmDG(-)-7UT (-),
the result is multiplication by the bordism class [G/ TJ.
',iell-known results of Atiyah, 3eg<1 and Singer are then used to
verify that the equivariant 'l'odd genus of G/T is equal to 1 eRG.
This leads quite easily to the main theorem (the isomorphism (*)
for general G).
I ammost grateful to my supervisor Dr. Luke Hodgkin for
his help, his encouragement, and his suggestions throughout the
tast three years. I would like to thank too Dr. T. tom Jieck
for his useful suggestions.
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Chapter I: Eguivariant Cohomology Theories and Cobordism Theor,:y
~ 1.1 G-spectra:-
Let G be a compact Lie group. By a G-module, we shal.L mean
finite-dimensional complex representation of G. Let (£1) be the
category whose objects are pairs of spaces (X,A), X a locally
compact G-space and A a closed G-subspace of X and whose
morphisms are proper G-maps of pairs. We shall regard a locally
compact G-space X as an object of (£1) by identifying it with
(r,¢) (¢is the empty set). Let ab be the category of abelian
groups, and homomorphisms. An eguivariant cohomology theory
h~ = (h~ • ne'l) on (£1) is defined to be a sequence of
contravariant functors: h~ : (c1)_,Ab and a sequence of
natural transformations ~n : h~ __>(A) l'h~+1 (X,A)~(X,A) e (£1)
such that:.
Ca1) if s ~ f1 : (X, )-)(X 1A1) (!!: means G-homotopic by
proper G-maps), then h~ (f) = h~ (f1)
(a2) if i:X,f....)X,A, ;J:~ (A,¢) _) (X,¢) are the inclusions,
then the sequence
... h~-1 (IV_'C) n-~~ (X,A)
is exact
(a3) every relative G-homeomorphism (X,A) r ~X1, A1) of
objects of (£1)' (i.e. f/A--)X1/A1 is a G-homeomorphism)
*induces an isomorphism hG, (f),
(84) *hG is additive i.e. for any family of spaces (:X4(.)in
(£1)' the natural homomorphism:
h; (~~) ->!F h2 (X~)
is an isomorphism.
Notation:
* n
If f is a morphism in (£1)' we shall write f for hG (f)
as usual.
As in the ordinary case ([ 12]), there is a natural 1-1
*correspondence betveen theories (hG) and reduced equivariant
-*cohomology theories (h G) defined on the category of compact
G-spaces with base point.
A G-spectrum_consists of:
(i) a sequence (Yk : k = 0, !1, ! 2, --) of G-spaces with base points
(ii) V G-module V , a base point preserving G-map : V+" Y'k-~Y1V1 +k
+where-1Vl = dimension of V over C and X denotes the one point
compactlfication of the locally compact G-space X. The diagram:
J,
Y1V1 + lWI + k
is G-homotopy commutatige for all V~ w.
The importnnce of G-spectra lies in the fact that each defines
an equivariant cohomology the~ry as was shown by G. Whi teb.ead
[241 for G=e. For let YG = \Yk' be a G-spectrum and let X be
a compact G-space with base point. Let ~G be the set of all
G-modules, with the partial order relation : Vs. W if -=., a
G-module V1 s,t. V V1 = \'i. This makes 6a. into a directed
set. Given V AG "do n e 7l , define
v [+ , ~
Bn = V" X ,Y IVI + l!lG
= the set of G-homotopy classes of based G-maps from
VAX ~Y1V' -tu' Given V ~ V1 = W, define
V '01:':8', -) Bn n
by fvw (V +" X ..!.~Y1V1 + n ) = the composition
( 1) + 1+ (+ 1~t 1 +ViV 1\ X = V J\ V " X) ->V 1\ Y1V1+n-Ynl1 +n
where the latter map comes from the definition of
'i. G = \ Yk\· The collection ~B~ , F;!4 G is0 a direct system
and if w= VQlC , w+ = V+ I\S2 , so Lw"" x, ••]Gis an abelian gp.
Define (1.1.1):
- it is
naturally an abelian group. Define :-~,,-,
~ Gr (I) =
Given a closed G-subspace A of a compact G-space X with base
point x.o A, define
e-o.-~~ G (X,A) = ,..,'"~ G (rues)
A
where CA is the reduced cone on A. A s in [111we can define a
-v._ "" ,?:
map (J'~: ~ G (X)-? ~ Gn+1 (sx) as follows: suppose n = 2k
and let :xr. 9G2k (X) be represented by f: V+,... X -)Y1Vl+k •
Assign to x the element ~(x) represented by the composition:
+ 2 (+ l~f 2
V AS ( ) = S " V I\X) _')S "YlIVl+k-">Y1Vl+k+l
where the last map comes from ~G. From the definitions, it
is immediate that t:r is an isomorphism.
Proposition 1.1.2:
~ G = ~ ~; ,e- \ is a reduced equivariant cohomology theory on the
catego~ of compact G-spaces with base point. Hence there is a
*corresponding equivariant cohomology theory ~ G defined on
the category (S1).
Proof:-
The first part follows by using the method of Dyer [12] (p.9-l3).
The analogue of lemma 3, namely that
for a closed G-subspace A of a compact G-space X with base point
x e A follows by noticing that each of the spaces in question
o
is obtained from V+ x (I ~ A) U V+ x X by making the same
identifications. The rest of the proof applies equally well here.
The 2nd part of the Proposition 1.1.2 follows from the first
part (Dyer [12]) Q.E.D.
Let us recall that as in the ordinary case, G=e, we define ~:
as follows:-
s
Definition 1.1.2:
Let be a locally compict G-space and A a closed G-subspace
AI
of X. Define 'cl Gn (X) =~Gn (x") ,
) 1.2: Continuity::
Define 1.2.1 :
A family F of pairs of Closed G-subspaces of a locally compact
I 1G-space X is said to be a filtering family if (L,B), (L ~B )
~)
~ It It " r 1e F .~3(L ~B ) e F s.t.~ (L , BfI)e (LnL I BnB )
Proposition 1.2.~
*Let ~G be the equivariant cohomology theory associated to
a G-spectrum ~ G = \Yk~ kGl' Suppose each Y'k is the union
of compact G-subspaces each of which can be embedded in a.
G-module as an equivariant neighbourhood retract. Then given
a filtering family F of closed G-subspaces of a locally compact
G-space X, the natural homomorphism.
* 4*o :: Lim) ~ G (L,B)--> ~G (1'"\ L, "B )
f (L,S) (L,B)eF
is an isomorphism. In particular, if F is the family of closed
G-neighbourhoods of a closed G-subspace A of X, the19 :
e : ~,,~; (F) !.) '1; CA) •
Proor:-
Since (\(L+UB: CB+)=
""*show that Lim ~ G (L)
-)
, we need only
Whenall the LiS are compact and have a commonbase point.
"""*Put A = "L and let x e 'I. G (A) be represented by the map
+ +f : V 1\ A -) Yk • Hence f (V 1\ A) ,a G-subspace of Yk
a,t , 1-1 can be embedded in a G-module Wby an embedding
j. : H~ I. In addition"3 fa. neighbourhood N of M in vi and
a retraction ~ ~ N--)M. By the Tietze extension theorem,
extend the map jof : V+AA-)W to the whole of V+I\ X thus
getting a map h : V+" X-)W. Hence we get a. map:
d)(V+" X)-,)W defined by (g,y)_) g (h (g-l(y))). Intergrating
over G (Pontijagin (19) ) we obtain an equivariant map
b , : V+,...X-'1vJ s.t. jof = hi t V+" A-HW. By continuity
+of hi 'J a G-noighbourhood T of A a, t , h, (V AT) C N. Wenow
+have a G-map : V ,..T~Yk defined by the composition:
h .
V+I\T ~N~M~Yk '
+which restricted to V A A is = f. Since T contains a clo sed
G - neighbourhood of A (by compactness), it follows that
& :, ~ ~ ~ (L) ~,~ (A)
is an epimorphism •
""*uppose no\.!x, y e ~ G (L), represented by:
Remark:
1
* *satisfy: i (x)::;; i (y)
where i ., A c 1 is inclusion. This means3 a G-module V s.t.
ll\f V+ Y (1)
--.,~ "k :;'YIVl+kthe composition : V+" (\-1+J\ A)
is G-homotopic to the composition~
V+I\("'l~ ) ll\g tV+"Yk
(here (1) is the given map of the spectrum ) i~e. there is
+ + (+ +) r'"a G-map (V A W A. A) X I V V '" 1< A 1 x elI -.,Y1V1+k -
(V+", W+", A) x 'aI
Now(V+" W+" A) x I \J (V+" i-/+1\ L) x d I is a closed
(V+I\ W+"A) xlI
G-subspace of (V+4\ \ +1\ 1) x I. By the same argument used above,
'3 a c10sed G-neighbourhood N' of
(V+1\ W+1\A) x I U (V+" W+I\1) x d1 and a G-map
(V+" '1,.[+" A) x dI
extending
1" N"-') Y1V1+k
flO :- (V+" vt" A) x I \J (V+I\ W+J\ 1) x dI-)Y1V1+k
(V+", W+" A) x dI
+ + I'
It is very easy to see that N'"~ (V ". \'1 ,,1) x I for some 1"e1 •
* *Therefore j x > jy- where j r 1;C1 is the inclusion
i.e. e is a monomorphism• Q.E.D.
'£he method above can also be used to prove continuity of Ku -theory
(er egal, [20J). The only non-trivial point is extending a
j 1.3 :
1.3.1:
G-vector bundle E on to a closed G-ncighbourhood of A in X
(all spaces being compact). If A is connected, then E is
classified by a G-map
r : A~Gk CV)
where k = dim E , and Gk (V) is the GrassmannHanifo1d of
(k - dim~ subspaces) of a G-moduleV. Gk (V) can be embedded
in a G-moduleH (Palais [IS) since it is a compact
differentiable manifold and it is then a G-neighbourhood retract
(the nornal. bundle to Gk (V) = tubular n~ighbourhood of Gk(V) ).
Hence one can extend E to a heighbourhood of A. One deals with
the general case by using the fact that S2" A:is CD nnect-ed ,
*The eguivariant unitary cobordism theoa Ue: (-) ::-
The Thorm pectrum MU*(G) ::-
Let iV; :' j e J~ be a complete set of irreducible inequii:v;a.lent
representations of the compact Lie group G (J is finite or
countable according as G is finite or not). Define: t:a,
univ:ersal G-moduleVP by:
V~= Lim m LV;m...., C):) ieJ
me'&.
Let Y ~ :: (~ (G).1l" ~Bk (G»
be the universal k-dimensional G-vector bundle i.e.
Ex: (G) = \ (K,x.) : K a k-dim~ plane through the origin in
VOO, and x e K \ ' Bk (G) = t K:K a k-plane through the origin
in vM\ &:TI' :: E1c (G)-) Bk (G) is projection onto the fmst
factor.
The re~son these bundles are called iliniversal is ~
Proposition 1.3.1 :
Let X be a compact G-space. The assignment:
defines a natural 1-1 correspondence between the set of
G-homotopyclasses of G-mapsfrom X to B1 (G) and the set
.K
of isomorphism classes of k-dim!-: G-vector bundles on X.
Proof:
Denote as usual the set of G-homotopyclasses of G-ma:p:; from
X to Bh (G) by r X,Bk (G») &I and the set of isomorphism classes'
of k-dim~ G-vector bundles on X by vect~' (X).
By Proposition 1.3 (Segal [20] ), if f" ~: f :: X-)Bk (G) ,
*·G,., Gthen f ("( k ) = f"* (~k)' Hence we have a well-defined map:
[X, Bk (G)JG-__') Vect ~ (X)
On the other hand, if E is a. k-dim!-: G-vector bundle on X,
there is a G-vector bundle EJ. on X s,t ,
E , El. is trivial, E t ~ = y =- X JC V for
G-moduleVcvOo (Proposition 2.4 Segal (20) ). Hence
some
there is
an epimorphism,+, :: X le V-=J E inducing a. G-map :'
f :: X~Gk (V) (the Grassmannmanifold of
k-dim~. subspaces of V) by assigning to x e x , l f(x)= V/Kter '" Xi: •
Proceeding as in A tiyah ([ 1] P. 29), we can prove that the
homotopy class of the G-map :
fX-)Bk (G)
given by the oomposition X-4 Gk (V) c: Bk (G), does not depend
on V or the epimorphism '¥ we choose. So we construct an
inverse map vect~ (X)~[X,. Bk (G)]G by:-
[E)-l[iJ Q.E.D.
By analogy with the ordinary case, G=e, where the Bk (G) are
the infinite - dimensional Grassmannians, we can see that
Bk(G) is paracompac t and th31s -Y~ ad.rd.t s an invariant metric
(Milnor (15] , Husemoller [uJ ). Define the universal
k-dimensional Thojm space Hk (G) by
Mk(G) = D (~(G) )/ S(~(G»= the unit ball bundle of ~G
the unit sphere bundle of EkG
w.r.t. the above metric. So }1k(G)has a natural base point.
l'1oreover, '" G-module V, we have. a natural G-homotopy class of maps:
namely the one induced by th! classifying map of the bundle :,
V x ~(G) ~pt. x Bk(G)
(Proposition 1.3.1). MU*(G) = \ Mk(G}t defines a G-spectrum,
called the equivariant. ThornSp! ctrum.
Hence, by § 1.1, the follo~ng definitions make sense.
Definition 1.3.2 :
(i) Given acompact G-space X with base point, and a closed
G-subspace A0 fX, containing the base point,
""2n I+ )] 0define UG (x) = ~ V "X , M1Vl+n (G G '
Y
G
2n-1 (X) = UG2n (SX) &:
wn NnUG (X,A) = UG (X U CA) •A
(ii) Given alocally compact G-space X, and a closed
G-subspace A of X, define
~ (X) = ~ (x") & %: (X,A) :Ii trg (X+, A+)
It follows from Proposition 1.1.2
Cor 1.3.3:
u; = f ug ~ is an equivariant cohomology theory on the
category ('£'1)'
COR1,3,4:
u; is continuous i.e. V filtering family.F of closed
G-subspaces of a locally compact G-space X, the natural
homomorphism:
is an isomorphism.
Proof:
By Proposition 1.2.2, it is enough to show that for all k,
~ (G) is the union of compact G-subspaces each of which can
be embedded in a G-module as a G-neighbourhood retract.
Consider a G-module V. Let Mk(V) be the Thom-space of the
standard k-dim~. G-vector bundl,e ~ (V) on Gk (V) = the
Grassmann manifold of k-dim~ subspaces of V. ~ (V) can be
naturally identified with a subspace of Mk(G) and as V varies
over the set of G-modules, AG, the union of these subspaces
is equal to Mk(G), Since Gk(V) is a compact differentiable
G-manifold, the disc bundle D (Ek (V» is a compact differentiable
G-manifold. According to Palais (18] we can embed D(\(V) in
a G-moduleWby an embedding f say, This in turn induces an
embedding f'" of ~ (V) in WEt t: defined by :
(t)
f' (x) = ( (1-11 x 11) f (;t), 11 x II) .
Let S(~(V» be the sFhere bundle of \: (V). 1lu.
map s: :int D = D(~ (V»" S(~ (V» ~W et ~
assigning to x the element ( (l-llxll) f(x), llxll) is an
embedding of the G-Jl1alifold int Din W C. Wecan identify
the nQWmalbundle to this manifold in WQt t: witba neighbourhood
N of it in W C. Let N' be a small ball with centre the point
(0,1) in Wm~. ~ is a neighbourhood of f~ (Mk(V) ), and
N retracts onto f'(int D) while NI retracts onto (0,1). e
can now find a closed G-neighbourhood of f'(Mk(V» which is
a subspace of~, and retracts onto f'(Mk(V». This completes
the proof. Q.E.D •
.§1.4 (A): Multiplication and some funct~nal Properties:-
For every pair of integers (m,n) Eo'l.. +- X 7l+ , there is a
unique G-homotopyclass of maps:
Mm(G)" Mlr(G) (m,n) ~ Mm+ n (G)
It is the one induced by a classifying map of the bundle
Y~ xe This in turn induces a multiplication on ~ (X) 'V
compact G-space X with base point defined as follows: Suppose
N* + Ux,!e UG(X) are represented by the G-mapsV 1\ X_, ~ (G)
and W+A X ~l (G). Define xy ~ u; (X) to be the element
represented by the compositiont
(1') R~ :((1 -IIKII)t(~), Ilx.U) •
where A :- x-9X x X is the diagonal map. Thi8 gives
* N* + ~
UG(X) = Uu (X) a ring structure v locally compacf G-space X.
,1* *In particular, it makes UG= tIG (point) a r.i.ng with unit 1
:represented by:
(trivial action on £)
induced by the classifying map of the bundle $ ~pt.
Let« : G~ be a homomorphismof Lie groups. Let X be
a compact G-space with base point, Y a compact G'_ space with
base point and S t T"':'X a map such that
S ( 'g'y) = ~(g1 s(y) "ig'e, G~, ~ re t. • •••
Weshall call such a map S an Q( - map for any gi.ven
*~ ., G'_'G. Let X' E. UG(X) be represented by :
V+-J\ X~~(G) • Regard V as a G'"_ module via::
g" (v) = t:A (g' v • In the sameway, we regard 'Y~ as
G~_vector bundle. So we get a unique G'_ homotopy class:
Hence we can define a multiplicative homomorphism:
""'.' -*BM : UG (X)~ UG, (Y) ,
""*by: R~(x) is the element of tIG, (Y) rept'esented by the composition:
V+" y ~ V+" X I' ~1\ (G) V '1\ (G') •
Proposition 1.4.1 ~
Let Q(.:: G'_,G, Cl( 1 : Gil_' G'" be homomorphisms of Lie groups.
Suppose X is a compact based G-space, Y a compact based
G'- space and Z a compact based Gil - space. Suppose
S: Y::_"X is anc(- map, s': Z-a,Yi: an~" - map. The diagram:
is commutative."
The proof is straightforward.
If 0(:: H~~G is the inc!husion of a subgroup of G &" S= id: X~X,
we shall call R the restriction homomorphismand denote it
by r.
~
Let u*~Ub be the r.~trict1oR homomorphisminduced by the
t
inclusion ~~~~G. According to Thorn [23] , we can identify
*U with the bordism ring of unitary manifolds ~ by a
natural identification:
*i : ~_, U
Suppose now X is a compact G-space. Let ~~ U~ (X) be
the natural m~ induced by the map X~oint. We can regard
*UG (X) as a ~ - module by means of the homomorphism:
Proposition 1.4.2:
*
UG(X) is an algebra over"W for all conpact, G-spaces X.
Lemma 1.4.3.:
Suppose X is a locally compact trivial G-space. The restriction
* r *homomorphism : UG (X) "1U (X)
has a natural right inverse :
* *r
1
:- U (X)--a, UG(X)
*Let x ~ U (X) be represented qy :
S2k A X+_f.,l!tM_ M_ ()~-K+n = -K+n;: e
Define r
1
ex) to be the element represented by:
s2kJ\ x" f., Hk+n a l\+n ( )
with trivial G-action on S2kAX+.
If we forget about the G-action on l.~+n ' we receive a (k+n)
vector bundle. Given a G-module V c V ffIIO= the universal
G-module of ~ map the standard bundle on Gk+n CV) (after
forgetting the action of G) isomorphically onto the standard bundle
on Gk+n (C
1Vl) c Bk+n = Bk+n (e) •
This defines a bundle map:
~+n (G)~~+n
and thus induces a map:
Mk+n (G)~ ~+n. In terms of' this map:
re, (x» is represented by:
S2kA x" f "~+m c l\:+n(G) ~Mk+n
By the definition of ~ , we can assume that the composition:
~Tn c ~+ll' (G) i ~ l ~+n
is = id Q.E.D.
~ 1.4:~ (B) *The ThomIsomorphism Theorem For UG(-) ;-
(i) Let 1r: E ~X be an n-dimensional G-vector bundle over
the compact G-space X. By Proposition 1.3.1, we can assign
to E a G-homotopy class of maps [~:: E -a, En (G)J, namely
the classifying one. This induces a based G-homotopy class
of maps (!. : E+~ Mn (G)]. Denote by tE the element of
U~ (B) represented by [E. ::E+__'Mn (G)] and call it ~
Thomclass of E over X
(ii) Suppose 11'"''' :- F_'X is an m-dimensional G-vector bundle
over X. We can regard I i F as a G-vector bundle over E in
the natural way. Let E Ql F P2~ F be the natural bundle map"
P1 J., ~ Vi
E '1r, X
P1 ' P2
are the projections onto the first and second €actors.
P2 induces a G-mapof Thomspaces : (E Ql F)+ P2-., F+. Let
E.t :- F+...a, Mm (G) be a representative of the Thornclass of
F over X. Define the Thornclass of E Ql F over F to be the
element represented by the composition:
,
P2 ~F+ e ( )- "7 __ ry... l'lIll G ~
(iii) E is trivial i.e. E= VXX for some G-module V and X
locally compa ct., Again we can define the 'I'homclass tE to
be the one represented by the natural map:
In each of the situations (i), (ii) or (iii) we can define
a Thornhomomorphism. Since it is the same kind of construction
in (i), (ii) and (iii), lYe shall do it only for case (i). The
bundle map: E ;;+X x E
1T~ ttl t'JC.1f
X~X xX
(where A is the diagonal map) induces a G-map of Thorn spaces
E+ (1TA1)~X+"E+. Letx.eu~ (X) be represented by:.
V+" X+ r iM (G)---9) lV1+k
Define, eX) ~ ~+2:n (E~ to be the element represented by
the composition.
V+" E+ 11\ ('TTt\I»)V+ 1\ (x" 1\ E+) = (V+J\X+) 1\ E+ _f_"_e-ll)MlV1+k(G),, MIll(G)1(lVll+k,n)
MlVl+k+n (G)
( ) 2k-1 ( )SimiiarJ:y~ x can be defined for Xe UG X • The map:
is a homomorphism which we call the Tho~homomorphism •
Proposition 1.4.4 (tom Dieck [l1J )
'The Thom homomorphism is transitive i.e. let E be an m-dim J...
G-vector bundle over the compact G-space X, F an n- dim'r.
G-vector bundle over X, then the diagrams~
axe commutative.
Th. 1.4.5: The Thom Isomorphism Theonem ('.L'. tom Dieck) (ll] P.2l )
Given an n-dim~. G-vector bundle E over a compact G-space X,
then the Thom homQmorphism
is an isomorphism. If E is trivial, it is enough to have
X locally compact.
Proof:.
Case 1. The trivial case E = V x X :
The classifying map of this bundle is covered by the map
v x X -")E (G)n
*sending (vr,x) -lev,v) V Cv,x) E- v x X • Hence given x E. Ua (X)
represented by:;
w+ "x+ f iMltn+k (G~
\0,
one can check that ;(x) is represented by the composition:
+ + + + +) +w ~(V:xi:) = V A(W A X· 11\ £:..:,Vi 1\ M1W1+k (c)
t
M1V1 +1W1+k( G)
where the last map comes from the definition of the Thom
spectrum. Therefor e , by the definition of u; (-), , is a.
monomorphism. To see that it is an epimorphism, suppose
-l\.. +
YE:. UG. eN ) is represented by:
I
W+" E+ = W+" (V X X)+ 11 ) M
1W1
+l(G)
Then ~=~(x) where x is represented by:
[w@·'V)+"x+=w"'I\(V+" x") ~ w'"A (V x X) +__ f_") M
1W1
+L. (G)
Case 2 the general case:
By (Segal [20J )troposition 2.4) ,'3 a G-Tector bundle F over
X st. E ~ F is trivial, say E @ F = ~= V xX.
By proposition 1.4.4 and Case 1 above, we have a commutative
diagram (*) : ~ (X)~ {jk+21V1 (' (E If F)+ )
'P~ A (.)
u~+2n (E+)
in which the horizontal arrow is an isomorphism. Hence
':J~+21V1 «E @ F) + )
is an epimorphism. By the same reasoning, We have a commutative
diagram :
and the horizontal arrow is an isomorphism. Therefore, ~:
is a monomorphism. Hence it is an isomorphism. By considering
the diagram (*), the result follows. Q.E.D.
1.4: (C) The Isomorphism F(G,H) :
Let H be a closed subgroup of G and let X be a compact
H-space. Recall that the G-space G x X is the space obtained
H
from the cartesian product G x X by identifying (g,y) with
(gh, h-1y) Vh e H with G acting on it via:
Suppose Y is a compact G-spice. Then we have a natural
identification of G-spaces:
v :: G x (y x X) ~ YL x (G x X)
H~ H
(Yon the left is regarded as an H-space by restriction) :
it sends [g, (y,x)] -)(gy, [g,xJ ), and thus its in~ese
is given by ::
(y, [g"x] )_>(g,(g-1y,x)] .
There is a canonical homomorphism (T.tom Dieck [11] P.24):
F(G,H)
defined as the composi ti. on:
*. .....* +,. +Ua (G x X) s UG (G H X )H
*'Whereq is induced by the map:
q :: X+ ....,G+ H X+
defined by : x ~ ,xJ • tom Dieck ( [13] P.24) has shown too
that F(G,H) is an isomorphism with in¥ese;
F(H,G) is defined by the composition:-
(2»'
(3)~
*UG (G x X)Ii
where:
(1)
(2)
(3)
+ + . to + + + +sends (f: V 1\ X --tl\ (H) ~1 4\f ::Gil (v" X }-)G i- ~(H),
is induced by the bundle map: G x: ~ (H) __, Er (G),
H
*comes from the definition of UG, & (4)is the invese
of the l~om isomorphism (Th 1.4.2) applied to the G-vector
bundle G x (V x X) _., G x X •
H· H
Lenuna1.4.7:'
Let X be a compact G-space, and H a closed subgroup of G. Let
P2 : G/H x X _, X be projection onto the 2nd factor. Then we
have a commutative diagram:
P* *2 ~ UG (G-tH x X).v'l ~
F(a,G)~ U* (Gx X)
-, G H
* Gwhere the isomorphism UG ( /H x X)
is the one indueed by the identification (1.4.6):
v :' G x X = G;m x X f
HI
Proof:
* *Since F(H,G) t UH; (X)__'UG (G ~;X) is an isomorphism with
* *inve~e :F(G,H) : UG (G~:X)~UH' (X) , it is enough to
prove that the diagram :
••••••••• (d2)
* "*UH-, (X) ~,--- UG (G x X)- F(G,H) H~
is commutative.
*Suppose x E: UG (X) is represented by
v" I'x+ f) l\:(G). Then P; (x) is represented by the composition:.
represented by the composition S1
S1 is a G-map. Denote it by 51 when regarded as an H-map by
restriction.
* *F(G,H)(v (P2 (x») is represented by the composition:
Jt )~ (H)
where ~ is obtained by regarding ~G as an H-vector bundle by
restriction. Now the H-map given by the composition:
* *F(G,H) Iv (P2 (x)) = r (x) i.e. the diagram (d2)
is commutative. Q.E.D.
~ 1.5 (a)t Spectral Seguences:-
*Our aim is to set up the UG - spectral sequence, and give
an application of it in ,1.5.&. We assume a number of definitions
all of which c:anbe found in (Segal [2c3[2Y ).
* kLet hG = (~G) be an equivariant cohomology theo~ on the
category (~1) (s e 1.1) • Let F = (F1)~fi,fIbe a closed finite
covering of a locally compact G-space X. Let NF be the nerve
of F - a finit.esimplicial complex. Let 1 N~ be its
geometrical realization. Define WF = U (F x 1.-1) where6'"~
runs through the finite subsets of A. s.t. nFct. I: ¢. WF
Q(E.1r
is a closed G-subspace of Xx 1NF1. Define
w' : WF_'X
to be projection onto the first factor - a proper G-map since
1NF1 is compact. Now define a filtration of WF by:'
dimCS-~P
(Fcrx 1cr-1) ~
Proposition 1.5.1:
The natural homomorphism:
is an isomorphism.
~:
By the nethcd of Segal (Atiyah-Segal[4] Proposition 3.1.3)••
In the manner of Cartan-Eilenberg ( l10J P.333), we associate
to the filtration:
a s~ctral sequence whose J!2_qterm is the p th cohomology of
the complex
(Proposition 1.5.1)
)...s
By a standard a.rgument(Sega.1 [4J§3.2~ [2J] Proposition 5.1}
one can verify
i.e. I!,q = 1r hI, (F r)
1 Cl.
dimr =p
t
aim ~ :::f'_p,~
(ii) & the differential } ~
1
_ ....) It'+1, q
1
corresponds to the differential of the complex or cochains of
Nr with coefficients in the system : Q~h~ (Fr-). So:
Proposition 1.5.2:
Let F be a finite closed covering of a locally compact G-space
X. There is a spectral sequence It (NF ; h~ (F) ) ~ h~ (X)
where hci (F) means the coefficient systt'm er-->h~(Fr).
Proposition 1.5.3:
Let X be a locally compact G-space, Y a compact G-space on which
G acts trivially ald f': X __, Y a G-map. There is a spectral
sequence HP (Y ;,~ r ) ~ h~ (X) where ~ f is the sheaf
on £ associated to the presheai' : V_' h~ (r -1 (V) ). :.'If
),~ f*in addition hG is continuous (see Proposition 1.2.2
has stalk h6 (f-1y) at the point y.
By the method of Segal [21] Proposition 5.20 If F is a finite
open covering of Y, form the spectral sequence E(F) for the
fini te c10sed covering f-1 F of X (see Proposition 1.5.2 ).
*This tennina.tes with hG (X) and begins with the C ech
COhomologyof the covering F with coeffs in the presheaf
'\,~
v~ hci (f-1 v). Since Y is compact, the set S of finite
~>;>~'Q ~c::."f~~'CI..~~ ~ "{ '\..~ Gofinal in the set of open coverings
of Y. Therefore, if we take Lim.., f E(F)l 'and use ,~\. \1..~'\
that the Cech cohomology of a compact space with coerfs in
a presheaf is :: its cohomology i..rith coeffs in the associated
sheaf (Spanier (22) Chap 6 ), the result :follo\018. .E.D..
(for more details see Segal [in] ). By Cor. 1.3.4
~~ *Proposition 1.5.3 is true when hG:: UG• In particular, let X
be a compact G-space, Y = XIG &: V:: X~X/G be proje cti on.
P *'l'here is a spectral sequence H (X/G; 'lid: ) ~UG (X) where
~q is the sheaf on X/G associated to the pr esheaf
V_'U;6 .(T -1 V). The st al.k of1lG
q at an orbit Gx = G-/Glt
is Uci (G/~ ) where Gx is the stabilizer or x,
, 1.5 (b) : Free Group Action:.
Let G,K be compact Lie groups, and X a compact(G x K)- space
s.t. K acts freely on X. Let pr: ~X/K be the projection.
It induces a homomorphism:
* * *: UG (XIK) _ ....".. UG x K (X)pr
defined by the composition:
(1 ),
where (1) is induced by pr : X_' ..IK , (2) is induced by the
bundle map E (G) --a.E (G x K) whenE (G) is regarded as an , n n
G x K - bundle by giving it trivial K - action, and (3) is the
natural map. V is regarded as a G x K- module as follows:
(g,k) v ::: gv V vE V , (g,k) e G x K _
Proposition lt5.5:
Prooft
Suppose G x K acts on a compact space X s, t, the actd on of
K on X is free. Then:
is an isomorphism.
Let ~1E:ri be the spectral sequence HP ( (X/K ) IG ; l\l d ) ~
U~ ( /K ) 1rlhere 'lld is the sheaf on (X/K ) /G asscctat ed to
s . -1-the presheaf V..., UG err V) and 1f : IlK _, (X/K ) IG is
proj ecti on nd. let' 2Es ~ be the spe ct.ra.l sequence :
HP (XIGx1\.; 'll~ ) where 'Ii dxK is the sheaf on X/GxK ::::(X/K) IG
1 -associated to the presheaf V_' UdxK (T1 - V)
(-rr 1 :- X_, XIGxK is proj ection) (see Cor 1.5.4). Noy
* * *pr : UG (X /K) --t UGxK (X) induces a homomorphism of spectral
sequences :, ~1E:r:i-"'f2E~ in the natural way. If we can show
tha this is an isomorphismat the E2 - level, it would follow
that it is an isomorphismat each Er - level r 7/2 (Cartan - E.
Jenberg [10] )
~ 1.6
and hence the result would follow.
By Cor 1.5.4, the stalk of ~Gq at an orbit G [x) is
Uci (G/G') where G' Is the stabilizer of fx.)6X /K , and
the stalk of ~~ at the corresponding orbit (GxK)x is
UdxK ( (GxK)/GJ! ) where Gilc GxK is the stabilizer of x e. x.
The homomorphism t
h : G"__' G'
given by projection onto the first factor is an isomorphism.
For it is clearly epi. To see that it is mono, sup~ose
(g,k1 ) x = x = (g,~ ) x. Since K acts freely on X, then
hk1 = k2 and so GfI--9G' is an isomorphism. We can also
identify ( (GxK) IGil)/K ani G/G' by the proj ecti.on map.
Now the diagram :
*
Pr ~ trcixK ( ( GxK)IGil )
.1- F(GxK,G"l
#-_""'"=----.,,~7UdllRh by roposition 1.4.1
is commutative ~d th. two vertical arrows are isomorphisms
*( § 1.4B). Hence Ud (G/G' i; Pr ,UdxK ( (GxK)/G" ) is
an isomorphism. '_"l.E.D.
ultiplicative Eguivariant Cohomology Theories~-
As we have demonstrated in the previous section, one of the uses
of Pro osition 1.5.3 is to enable us to reduce the solution of a
number of problems to investigating what heppens when only orbits
are involved. The ro osition we ar~ aiming for nowplays a
similar role when dealing with multiplicative theories.
Definition 1.6.1:
multiolicative equivariant cohomologytheory on (~) is an
*oquivariant oohomologytheory, hG ' on (~1) such that (i) for
each (X,A), (1, 1) in (~1) , there is a homorphism:
G> : h~ (X,A) €> h~ (X1, A1) "hi~j (ZXX1 , XxA1 U Ax 1)
which is associative, anticommutative, natural under proper
G-mapsof pairs in (~1)' has a unit 1 e h~ (pt),
(ii) Let X = X 1 & let :,
hi (X A) 1':::\ hj (X 1) U ::. h
i
G
+j ( , u~1 )G ' ~ G '-----7~ A
be the induced internal pairing i.e. the composition:
~ )hi~j (XXX,XxA 1 U I.x:X )
.4* ~hi+j (X, AUA1)
where A: .-.)XxX is the diagonal map. Werequire that under
this internal pairing, h~ (A) ,~ h~ (X,A) is an h~, (X) -
module homomorphism.
A s an exam le, He have
Lemma1.6.2:
*UG is a multiplicative equivariant cohomologytheory.
Proof:-
Let X,x1 be compact G-spaces with base point, A, A1 closed t-
subspaces of X, X1 respe ctively , and containing the base points.
N~' l' 1Let x E' U ~ (X) , X" G (X ) be represented by:
f: V+/\ X -iM1V1 +- i (G), and f': w+ ~ X# -., M1W1
~+2'Define x: Ci) x'e U G J (lA X') to be the element
represented by :
+ ,. (G) •
J
(1V1 +i:.,1W1+j).
~---9M1ViW1+i+j (G)
This defines a multiplication :
1':\."'* ~ ""'* 1 ~ - i~ 1 1 ~\:J '"U
G
(meA) \i>' UG (x UGA)--, UG «XUCA}", (x UGA» =
~u; (XM 1UG (XI'A 1 U A~X 1) )
where the last isomorphism is induced by a natural proper G-
homotopy equivalence. Hence given (X, ) , (X", A')" (21 ),
we reoeive a homomorphism :
It is easy to see that this is associative, anticommutative,
natural under morphisms in (21). In ~ 1.4, we definedl' U~ (point). It can also be checked that (ii) holds. Q.E.D.
Proposition 1.6.3:
*Let ha be a multiplicative equivariant cohomology theory.
Let 1T : B_'X be a G-map of compact G-sIXice and Y1' ... , Y n
* * *homogeneous elements of hG (B). Let N be the free hG -module
~I
* *generated by Y1 ' ... ,jn (hG =hG (point». Suppose every
orbit in X has a closed G-neighbourhood F s. t. V closed G--
subspace F1 of F , the natural map:
is an isomorphism. Then for any closed G-subspace Y of X,
the map:
is an isomorphism.
Proof:
By the method of proof of rn, 2.7.8, Atiyah (1] •
Q.E.D.
Chapter 2: The Eguivariant Cobordism Theory of Projective Spaces:
~ 2.1 (a) The Conner-Floyd Map p.:
2.l(a): Given a locally compact G-space X and a closed G-subspace A
of X, let K; (X,A) be defined as in Segal (22J • We shall
assume the following result:
Th 2.1.1
Let E be an n-dimensional G-vector bundle over la. locally compact
G-space • Then the Thom homomorphism (Segal [20 J )
* *,* '~ (x) 'KG (E)
is an isomorphism.
*In contrast to the Thom isomorphism theorem for UG ' the proof
of Which is immediate from the definition and the transitivity
of the Thornhomomorphism (Th 1.+· 5 ), Th 2.1.1 had to be
proved (for E trivial) by using elliptie operators (Atiyah[ 2).
By means of Th 2.1.1, we would like to define the Conner-Floyd
* *JI' : UG( - ) -tKG (- )
(see C-F [~JP.28 for the case G= e). Given a G-module V, let
~ (V) denote the Thorn space of the standard bundle ~ (V) over
Gk (V) = the Grassmann Manifold (of k-subspaces) of V. If
V ~W (i.e. 3 V' s.t. V Q) VI = W}, then inclusion Ek (V)
c Ek (W) induces a G-map : Mk (V)~~ (W) and hence a homomorphism:
w IJ IV~ : Ku (~ (W)-)KG (~ (V) )
Def~e "t (~ (G) ) = ~ ~~ (V)\; a~ \ •
Let ~ ~ (V) be the Thomclass in KG (~ (v) «( 20] P.lAO).-Then a~ (h~ (/» = A ~ (v) This defines a natural
element ~k of '0 (l\: (G) ).
Definition: "'2n +
Let be a locally compact G-space. Suppose x.e-UG (X) is
+ +represented by f: V J\ X ~ M1V1+n (G). By compactness
+ + ' • +of V ~ X , we can find a G-module s.t. f (VA X) c M1V1~( )
Define A (X ) , K(X) to be the image of ~ Lunder the
composition:
_ (1) r* - (2)
(b
1
) ••••••• 0(*\ (G» ~~(ML (w» lKG(V+A X+) 'YKG(X)
_"
where l = 1V1+n, (1) comes from the definition of 0 (M\.,:(G) ),
and (2) is the inverse of the Thomisomorphism for the trivial
bundle Vu.~X (Atiy:ah [ 2) ).
Lemma2.1.1 :
is well-defined:
ireof:
(L) To prove }J- does not depend on the choice of ,oj:
S
r.r nd 1.T f (V·... X·) (ui ,uppose YJ1 a "2 are s.t. " c M\r • .",
• + +J., = 1,2. Hence f (V A X) c M" (W1 ~ 2)' and for
... = 1,2 , we have a comm.utative diagram:
where the last map is that of the Thom spectrum. Put
"'1 = 1V11. Using this representative of X, '" (xl is the
ima.geof ~ l+ ~ 1 in the composition:
*- (1) ffIIV f 'V + . + ~
(b2)·.·· OeM l+-' 1 (G» ) KG(M" • \. 1 (V1@W)) _ 1 ~G «V1 GlV) A X ) =
"== KG (X) •
By the fact that ~ F = ~E' AF (Segal [20] ), and the
* *multiplica.tivity of the maps (1), f and f1 '
the composition (b1) = the composition (b2) ~
it follows that
.E.D.
Lemma 2.1.2:
is a natural multiplicative transformation of the two theories:
Proof:
Pis multiplic'ltive because the Thornclass (when it"3) in
KG - theory satisfies ~E$F = ~E .~ F (Segal. r 201 ) •
The rest of the statement follows from the definition of At. ..
Q.E.D.
2.l(b): The Thom class of a line bundle in KG - theory:
Let L be a 1-dim~. G-vector bundle over a compact G-space X.
Let peL) be the associated principal U(1) - bundle. Recall that
the join peL) 0 U(1) consists of all points of the form
(1 - t) e + tu for ;·0~ t" 1, e t peL) , u to u( 1) .u( 1) acts
principally on it via:
«1 - t) e + tu) v = (1 - t) ev + t uv and G acts on it as
follows: «1 - t) e + tu) g = (1 - t) ge + tu •
Lemma 2.1.3: :3 a canonical G-homeomorphism:
+f: L _,?p(L) 0 U(1)/ U(1) •
As in the ordinary ca.se,G=e (Canner - F la::} P.19 ).
e identify the disc bundle of L, D(L) with peL) x D2 and
1 U(1)
S(L) = the sphere bundle of L with p(L) x S
2 1 u(1)where D and S a.rethe unit disc and unit sphere in C =
the complex plane. Define
s: : p(L) x D2~p(L) 0 U(1)
by : (e,d) ( ) ( d~ 1 - 1d1 e + 1d1 /1d1) •
f'is equivariant w.r.t. U(1) - actions. So there is defined
a G-me.p :
f : (D(L) , S(L»---)(p(L) 0 U(1»/U(1)
where )(. is the orbit containing al11 • u, u~U(1).
o
, ~)
This induces a G-map:
D(L)/
(L)
~ (p(L) 0 U(1»/ U(1 )
which we denote, too, by f. f is 1 - 1 and onto and so it is
a homeonorphism since all spaces are compact Hausdorff •Q.E.D.
Proposition 2.1.4:
Let L be a 1-dim~. G-vector bundle over a compact G-space X.
~dentiry X k the Thom space of L with (p(t) 0 U(1»/
U(1 )
as in 2.1.3. Let L' be the vector bundle associated to the
principal U(1) - bundle: peL) 0 U(1) over XL •
~
Then the Thomclass of L = 1 - L" in K (XL).G
Proof:
Observe that the definition of the Thomclass of an n-dimensional
G-vector bundle in KG- theory as in conner-Floyd (£81) agrees
with the definition of Atiyah (1J (P.98-101) because Lemma2.6.13
in L1] is va.Li.d in the equivariant case. Hence proceeding as
in O-F la1 Th 4.2, we get the result 't Q.E.D.
Cor 2.1.5:
Let V be a G-module and H the Hopf bundle over p(V).I dentify
p('V)ffiwith P(V Ii} 1) as in Lemma2.1.) (see O1.1so[8] P.2l).
N
Then ~H = 1 - H1 in KG(p(V $ 1» where H1 is the Hopf bundle
over p(V ij 1).
Proof:
Because S(V $ 1) = S(V) 0 U(1) , p(V $ 1) = 3(V ~ 1)/ U(1) =
= (S(V) 0 U(1))/ U(1) • Apply Proposition 2.1.4 • .E.D.
Cor 2.1.6:
-1 ~
The natural element )\ in 0 (M1(G» is represented by
1 - H ~ KG (p(v i 1» '(f G-module V where H is the Hopf bundle
over p(V ij 1) •
Lemma2.1.7:
The Conner-Floyd map ~ sends the Thomclass of a G-vector bundle
*in UG- theory to its Thomclass in KG- theory (when they are
defined).
I'
n
SomeRemarks on the Structure of UGil1!l) :'_
Suppose V is a G-module. Let P(V) be the projective space of
V, and H =~(L,¥) : LtP(V) ,.x..L~ the Hopf bundle over
p(V) • Wecan identify the Thomspace of H vIith P(V i 1) as
indicated in Lemma2.1.3 and the proof of Cor 2.1.5. So
~ (G) can be identified with P (VOtJ~ 1)
Definition 2.2.1:
The natural element ~~~ (P(V» is the element represented by:
t:-P(V)+ ~M1(G)
where 1.1P(V) is inclusion. Define ('> If = ff' U~ (p(V» e
This enables us to assign to every G-line bundle L over a
2compa ct G-space X an element f L E:: UG (X) as follows.
As in the proof of Proposition l"?J -\ , 3 a G-moduleW and a
*G-map:; f: X___'P(W) s.t. f (H1) = L wene H1 is the
Hopf bundle over P(W). Let f' be the natural element in
U~(P(W)~ Define P L = f* (r» where
* * *f ~UG (p(W» ~G (X)
is the induced homomorphism. To see that (J L does not depend
on the choice of W or f, suppose (W" , f")is used to define
(> L. Let j :'P(VI)--tP(VI i W") , j # : p(W4O) -')p( VI i VI')
be the inclusion and let p,F: P "be the natural elements in
peW) , p(W"), p( II) W4O) respectively.
7Proposition 2.2.3:
(d) U; (pC (,"1) is 9. free u; - module generated by:
- - 2 - n-1 - 2 n1, P n ,(On ,. • •• , r n 'WhereP n E: UG (p (c[ » is the
natural element, and subject to the relation:
_n
(ii) ~ n = 0 "
Proof: _ _n n
(ii) P n = '1 CPn) and '1 is multiplicative. So (-> n = '1 ef>n ) = 6 "
(i) By induction. For n = 1, pC c:1 ) = point and the result is obviously true.
* k *Suppose U
G
(p (' ( » is a free UG - module genera.ted by!
-. - k-1 • C k) (k+1 ..1, Pk I ••• Jfk • Let t: p ([ c P ( ) be the Lnc'lusdon,
Since ~ C(:>k+1)= ~k ' the cohomology exact sequence of the pair
(p C«k+1) , P C(.k» gives us a s.e.S. .
o _'U; (p (4.k+1) , pe, k» "TT * , u; (pC(' k+1) =*~u;ep«(k»_)O
It is a split s.e.s. because by hypothesis U; (p «k» is a free
* * ( k+1 (k ~ -* 2kUG - module. NowUG (pC ) , p( » = UG (S ) and so
*is a free UG - module generated by the Thomclass, ~ say, in
~ 2k - ~ 2k
U
G
(S ). - t = r; (t) where t is the Thomclass in U (S )
** 2k ~t 2kand r; : U (S )-7UG (s )
tram (2.2.2), ye deduce that rk~1
of U* i.e.Pk!1 is either ,r (t) or
is given by L1.4 • .3.
and '11"* et) differ by a unit
*- 1T" (t) (Milnor [17]) ,
Therefore, by natura1ity,
- k *. ifr» is either 11' et) or -"IT' (t) •\ k+1
Thus u~ (pC et k+1» is freely generated by::
- - 2 - k
1 • Fk+1 If> k+1 I •••~ k+1
The inductiin is complete. Q.E.D.
*It turns out, however, that UG(p(V» is not in general a
*free UG- module on generators:
f) (.)1V1-1
1 , l' •..• " •
T.tom Dieck has a counterexample for G= ~ 2 •
2.3 Localization:
Let AG = ~ X:)C E u; (point) ,)J. (X) = 1 c: RG ~ • Introduce
the elements of AG as denominators in u~and 1ej the resulting
ring be denoted by u~ (AG1] • There is a natural homomorphism
u~ (n) ,u~ [A;1] ( [6J ). This induces a u; -module
structure on u~[ 1\ G1] •
Nowfor an object (x,A) in (~1 ) , we define:
u; el,A) [A G1] = u; (x,) s, u; [AG1]. Given a morphism
UG
f in (21)' define u; (-)[ AG1] (r) = U~ (r) i id where id ::
u~[";1]--)U; [A~1] is the identity. In what follows, '-le
shall write A instead of A G when there is no fear of confusion.
Propositmon 2.3.1:
UG* (-) [A -G1] is a multiplicative equivariant cohomology theory
on the category (~ 1).
Proof:
The only non-obvious point is exactness of the cohomology sequence •
This follows from the fact proved in [61 p.SS that the quotient
ring, e.g. u~[1\-1], is flat when regarded as a module over the
ring from which it is constructed. Q •• D.
Lemma2.3.2:
Proof:
Cor 2.3.3:
Q
wp.at we would like to do is to compute the u; (-) [1\-1]", theory
of projective spaces, p(V) (VaG-module) •
Let R be a commutative ring with unit 1, and let S be a subset
of R closed under multiplication. Let R [s-1:1 be the
quotient ring obtained from R by taking the elements of S as
denominators and R (n) ~ R t» -1] the natural map ( [6])
h(e) is invertible
'" sE. S, then ~ a canonical homomorphism:
h : ~Rts-1)
such that the diagr~: R (n) ~ R [s -1J~tE
is commuta.tive.
Define h R [S-1J_'R' via ~ h Cl"'I~J)= h (~) (h (y) )-1~
Q.E..D.
There a multiplicative natural transformation 0 f cohomology
theories:
- * ( ) [ A-1] ~ *' ( )r: UG - T, -, KG -- •
- * [A -1]Define It ;:UG -)RG to be the cononical homomorphismgiven
byr fA (t¥/yl) = !ACx,) (/'f(y»-1 = At("X). Given (X,A) in (~1)'
define i: u~ (X,A)[ A -1J = u~ (X,A)® u~ [1\-1]_)K~ (X,A)
to be ~Qi. u; (X,A)® if u~ [" -11__"K; (X,A). Q.E.D.TU
\0
Definition 2.3.4: Let V be a G-module •
Def~e p G ~ (p(v» fA -1J to be the image of the natural
11
element et: "c (p(v» (\ 2.2) under the homomorphism:
*UG (P(V» sending ::
-Given a G-1ine bundle L over a compact G-space X, define ~ L
to be the image of P L 6 ~ (X) under the homomorphism ::
given by : ~-)XC)1 •
Lemma2.3.5:
Given a G-module V, ~ ( P) = 1 - H in KG:(P(V» where H is
the Hopf bundle over P(V) and ~: u; (p(V) ) [A- -:J--tK~(P(V) )
is the natural homomorphism.
Proof: .. _ _ .ii..
By definition of )4, ~ (f) = ]A. (P ) · f is represented
• + "
by: L:: P (V) -)M1 (G) = P ('1100 ~ "t1) where l.lp (V) is
inclusion: Hence lA (r ) is the image of). 1 in0 (M1 (G»
(see, 2.1) under the composition:
where (1) is the natural map and ~: p(V) )p(V i 1) is inclusion.
- 1By Cor 2.1.6, (1) sends )\ to 1 - H1 wbere H1 is the Hopf bundle
over P (V Ql- 1). Hence P, (P ) = \.* (1 - H1) :: 1 - H in KG(p(V» f
Q.E.D.
Cor 2.3.6:
Suppose L is a G-line bundle over a compact G-space X. Then
- ' *)J.. (P L) = 1 - LinKer (X),
Proof: -
By the naturality of J4. and e L ' and Lemma2.3.5. Q.E.D.
u; (_) [,\-1] _ theory Of Projective Spaces s
We assume the following:
Th 2.4.1:
Let L1 ' ••• , Ln be G-line bundles over a compact G-space X
and let H be the Hopf bundle over P (L1 i L2 i-- ••• i·Ln ) ..
* *Then ~ (p (L1 i ... ~Ln » is a free Kct (X) - IllIb.dulegenerated
by 1, 1-H, (1_H)2 , ••• , (1_H)n-1. H satisfies the relation
(H - L1) IH - L2) ••• (H - Ln) :: 0 and the image of the Thom
class '( in KG*(p , P 1) under the natural homomorphismn n-
'* ., *KG (Pn' Pn-1) J. ')KG (Pn) is (H - L1) (H - L2)···(H - Ln_1) ,
where :Elt :: P(L1 i L2 i ••.i Lm) (1!: m'n ) (Pn/P can ben-1
identified with the Thomspace of L1 i L2 i •..Ln_1 ) •
For the proof, see Segal l201 PropOSition 3.9 or [4:1 .•
Proposition 2.4.2:
Let G be abelian, and VaG-module. DecomposeV in the form
V :: L1 i ••• i Ln (dim L1 = 1) Let H be the Hopf bundle over
P(V). 11; (p(V» [1\-1] is freely generated over u; (A -1J by
.. .. 2 tS n-1
1, eH ,fli' ...'\'-a •
I':1-
Proof:
By induction. It is obviously true for n = 1. Denote
P (L1 Et ••• i Lm) by Pm (1, mEn), the Hopf bundle over Pta by Hm'
and {S Hm by ~ m Suppose u~ (Pm) [,,-1 J is freely generated
* -1] - - m-1over UG [1\ by:: 1 , fm' ••• 'f m • Let i ;- Pm c Pm - 1
be inclusion. L' (f m+1 ) =f m and so the cohomology exact
sequence gives us a short exact sequence (s.e.s.) :
*
o~~ o +1 ' Pm) [1\-1 J__L_)U; (Pm+1) [1\-1J
'*
_1._' -I)U;(Pm)[ ~ -':J-)~~
Since U~(Pm) [1\ -1] is free over U;[I\ -1J ' it is al.sc split.
By the Thomisomorphism theorem (Th 1.4.5),u; (Pm+1' Pm)[1\ -1J
is a fre~ U;,[1\ -1] - module generated by the Thomclass
t Tt (11 i •.. i· Lm>(by this we mean the element tm(8)1 in
* ( > * rA-1JUG Pm+-1 ' Pm ~ UG 1." where tm = tL1 $ •••$ Lm (see \1.4 ) ·
Hence u; (Pm+1) [A-1] is freely generated by :
- - 2 - m-1 *1, em+1 ' f m+1 , ••• , f m+1 ,j (t). In particular, 3
UG*rA -1Jelements ao' &1; ••• , am-1 ' bE: L:' such that ~
m-rr
k=1'
s
1h+-1
*+ b. j (t) ••••• (i)
-If we take ~of each side of (1),we get
'3
(Cor 2.3.5). By considering the commutative diagram:
tj .,
- * ,:. JA.j (t) == j.
-,
~(t)and Th 2.4.1, we deduce
- * ,Le. P-j (t) = j . (1::1 (Lemma 2.1.7 )
m
="t\" (H~+1 - ~)
k=1
(Th 2.4.1). Thus
(Hm+1- 1)5 + ii(b) -iT (H:m+1-~)"
k=1
(Hm+1 - ~ )
m s -(_)m -rr (Hm+1- ~) == I(-)P'(as)
k=1
Since 1, 1-1lm+1...(1 - Hm+1)2,;.u (1 - lim+l)In-1 &: it
k=1
*generc.te KG' (Pm~t) freely over RG (Th 2.4.1), it follows that
p..(b) = 1 or - 1. Hence b is an invertible element of
u; [1\ -1J and u; (Pm+1) [A -1] is a free u; [1\-1] -module
_ _2 _m-1 m _ _
generated by :: 1, em+1 ,e m+1 , ••• 'Pm+1 ' & ~ (P m+1-p~ )
i.e. we may also take as generators :
_ _ _ m
1, P m+l ' f> m+1 , ••• , f> m+1 .. Q.E.D.
Let E = • x V be a trivial G-vector bundle over the compact G-space
X (G abelian). Let Bo be the Hopf bundle over peE) Q
Then u; (P(E» [,,-1) is a free u; (X) [,,-1] -module generated by
_ _2 1V1 - 1
1'PIf ' (;) H f'II; Ho ' 0 , ••• ~- 0
I!..I
~:-
gain by induction. Put V :: L1 i ... i L (dim L. :: 1). Letn l.
11' XxP~P11m: m v :« be projection onto the 2nd factor. Suppose
thew result is true for X x p • ve have a co:r.u:nutativediagram:m
With the notation used in the proof of the Frevious proposition,
we have shown that:
m-rr
k=1
- -(f> m+1 - P~ )
::
where b is invertible in u~[A-1] • Now "":+1 ( rm...1)= P m+1 ::
the natural element in u~ (X x Pm"'1)[" -1] . On the other hand,
'1T* et) =: ~:: the Thomc'la ss in u; (Xx Pm+1' X x Pm)[,,-1] •
Hence m1i
k=1
= s .* -
m+1-. p~ ) ::las r m+1 +-b J (t) •
By the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 2.4.2, we
conclude that u; (X x Pm+1)(1\ -1] is freely generated by:
1, =m, .... , r:. m+1 • Q.E",D.
Froposition 2.4.4:
Let G be abelian. Suppose E is an n-dimensional G-vector bundle
over the compact G-space X. Then u; (peE)) (A. -1] is a free
1.5
* - -n-1U
G
(X) - module generated by :: 1,r ,_;",p where
P6 ~ (P(E) )[,,-1] is the natural element ..
Proof:-
Given X X, let GX be the sta.bilizer. 'l'he fibre Ex. is a
G;(.-module. Because G is abelian, one can regard it as the
restriction of a G-module. Then E 1 G~ = Gx E = (G/~ ) x ~ •
G~ -x
So E and X x E are isomorphic on the orbit G~ and hence on a
closed neighbourhood F of it. Let Fo be Ii. G-meighbourhoodof
~7l. and a closed subspace of F. By Cor 2..4.·3, U; (PCFox Ex»[_A-1J
is a free U~ (F0) CA -1] - module generated by 1, p, ... , r n-1
where p E: ~ (P(F0 x Ex» [1\ -1J is the natural element. The
#.isomorphism E 1 F0 Fox Ex: induces an isomorphism of the
projective bundles ~: P (E1Fo) ~ P (Fo x Ex)' and of the-
Hopf bundles over them. Therefore, the natural elements p~
~ (P (E1F0> ) t ,,-1] and f E. U~ (p (Fox Ex )C"-1J correspond
to one another under ~ i.e. U~ (p (E1F0»[/\ -1J is a. free
if ( )[A-1] 0 ;;",-1Urr Fa " - module generated by 1,\ , ••• ,,' •
By Proposition 2.3.1 and Proposition 1.6.3, the result now follows:
Q.E.D.
le
Chapter 3 ~ Applications
3.1 : Characteristic Classes~
Let h~ = ~ h~\ be a multiplicative equivariant cohomology
theory on (c1). Suppose that 'V' G-module V, :3 a natural
element o-~ -H~ (P(V» such that if it p(V1) -~ P(V2) is
* e1,~ • ~u.binclusion, then i «)2 ) A ~ where er J ~ th e natural
elemento-ehG2 (p(V:». Assign to every G-line bundle LoverJ 2a compact G-space X, an element 01 (L) e hG (X) by the
requirements: (a) if H is the Hop! bundle over p(V), c1(H)~cr.
E; h~ (p(V» and (b) if f: X--7P(W) is a classif~map for L,
* 2 2 (and s : hG (p(W» -)hG X) the induced homomorphism, then
*c
1
(L) = f (c1(H» where H is the Hopf bundle over p(). That
c
1
(L) does not depend on the choice of f follows as in
* *Definition 2.2.1. If L~ = f (L) , c1 (L')= f (c1 (L».
Proposition 3.1.1:
Let G be abelian. Suppose that V compact G-space X and \if
* *G-module V, hG (p (V x X» is a free h G (X) - module generated
2 ,~ 1V1-1by : 1, cr-,c:r , ••• v
where a- = the natural element in h~ (p (V x X». Then we can
assign to every n-dimensional G-vector bundle E over a compact
G-space X a Chern class:
aCE) =- 1 + c1 (E) + c2 (E) + ••• + cn (E) ,
* *Moreover, if E~= f (E) , c (E~) = f (cCE».
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Proof:
If 1E1 = 1 , define c1 CE) as above .,
Suppose D. = 1E1 .., 1 • Let er = c1 (H) where H is the Hopf bundle
over P CE). Because G is abelian, E is locally decomposable
( [20J Proposition 3.7). By Proposition 1.6.3, it follows as
*'in the proof of Proposition 2.4.4, that hG (P(E» is a free
*hG (X) - module generated by :
1 ,a- ,()"2 ,... ,c;:r-n-1 • Define c1 CE),... , cn (E) to be the
*unique elements in hG (X) satisfying :
n
~i=o
CE) o-n-1 = 0 • Q.E.D.
*Suppose that hG satisfies the additional property :-
(*) given based G-maps of compact based G-spaces f:X_)X
1
, g: y_)y1
~ Ni I ""j I * * *'-at a t hG CX) , be h (y) , then er,. g) Ca® b) = r a_® g (b).
In that case,
Proposition 3,1.3:
The Chern classes defined by (3.l.~) satisfy the hitney Product
Theorem i.e. given an m-dimensional G-vector bundle E1 and an
n-dimensional G-vector bundle E2 over the compact G-space X , the~
c (E1 i B2) = c (E1)· c (E2) •
Proof:
Put an in'ftriant metric on E1 (l E2 • Then P(E1 ~ E2) = S(E1 i E2)/U( 1)
where S (E1 $ EZ) ~ \ ("1 • "2 ) I ""1 II 2 + U"2 U2 ~ 1\ •
Let A&B be the closed subspaces of P(E1 i E2) defined by :
A. \[(e1 ,e2)]:: lIe211
2
~i,~B =s [e1 ' e2J = lle1 1\ 2~}~ 0
Then A properly deformation retracts onto P (E1) , B properly
deformation retracts onto P (E2) , and P (E1 Q) E2) = A U B. Let
crbe the natural element in h~ (p (&1 Q) E2). Then
m i m-i *~=? (_) Cl (E
1
) a- restricts to 0 in hG (). Let
l.=O
'"j1 • (A U B, ¢ ) --:7(A U B1,A) be the inclusion. 3~E. hG (A U B,A)
such that j~ (x:..1) = ~ • Similarly, if y = ~ C-) k ck(E2) ~n-kk=o
*and j2 : CA U B, ~)-/(A U B,B) is the inclusion,:3 Y1e hG (AUB,B)
*such that j2 (Y1) = y. The element x1 i Y1 which
t h; ( (AUB) x (AUB) , A x (AUB) U eAUB) x B) then has
~ * (X.1 ® r1) = X® y where
l?>: (lUB) x (AUB) C (AUB) x (AUB) , A x (AUB) U (AUB;) x B)
(because multiplicati. on satisfies the property (f» •
*" *Therefore, !(.y = 0 in hG (AUB) since hG (Y,Y) = 0 for any (Y,Y) i.e.
(i (_)i c. (E
1
) er m-i) (~ (_}k ck (E2) o-n-k )
i=o l. k=o
*= 0 in hG (~. Q) Ei) .. Also
Proposition 3.1.1.,
= 0 .. Hence by
Q.E.D.
Remark:
*If hG admits Chern classes satisfying: c1 (E1 i 2)= c1(E1)+c1(E2),
then for all compact connected G-spa.ces X, we can define an
addi tive homorphism:
~1::KG(X)->h~ (X)
by : [E]_) c1(E).
As examples of equivariant cohomology theories admitting
Chern classes:
Cor 3.1.4:
Let G be abelian. Given an n-dimensional G-vector bundle E
over a compact G-space X, let «: = PH (Def.2.3.4) where H
is the Hopf bundle over P(E). We can a.ssign to E a class
cf (E) =: 1 + cf1 (E) + ••• + cfn (E), cfi (E) E- U~i(X)[" -1 J,
given by:
i (-)
1=0
_n-i
i
cfi (E) r H =0 . '.
cf is natural w.r.t. bundle maps and cf (E1 $ E~ ) = cf(E1) • cf(E2)
Proof:
From propositions 2.4.4, 3.1.1, 3.1.3. Q.E.D.
Cor 3.1.5:
Let E &·X be as above. We can assign to E a class
~(E) + cl-1 (E1) + ••• + cf (E) - 2i Ioj= 1 , cfi E- KG (X), definedn
n i ~. (E) (1_H)n-is (-) = 0 • (**)
i=o 1.
Propositi. on 3.1.6:
Let p..': u~ (X) [A -1J -)~ CX) be the canonical map, ThEa
~ (E) = }1(cf (E» •
Proof:
Let jA,1: u~ (p (E» [1\ -1J -)X; (P(E» 0 By Cor 2.3.6,
p._' ( f H) = 1 - H • Taking ji 'of (*) and using the fa.et that ;;..
is natural and multiplica.tive, we get:
~ (_)i ~(of. (E» (1 _ H)n-i = O. Comparing. ~~=o _
with (**), ~fii (E)=}l(cfi (E» .B.D.
) 3.2 An embedding of KG (l,A) in U~ (l,A) [A -1] ::
From the results of ~ 3.1, we can define, 'J eompacb cconnect ed
G-spaoe X, a homomorphism:
~1 :: KG (X) -)U~ (X) [1\ -1J
by: 21 ([E] _[E1J) = cf1 (E) - of1 (E'). e assume
that G is abelian~
Lemma 3.2.1:-
Let X be a compact connected G-space with base point (G abelian).
The compositi. on:
KG (r) ~1;U~ co [1\-1J fA- :iKG (r)
I'tJ -
is = - id : KG (X) ---~ KG (X) "
Proof:.
By induction on the dimension of E over X. If 1 is a G-line
-
bundle, then ~(cf1 (L)) = c£1 (1) = 1 - L (Proposition 3.1.6)
i.e. ~ (c£1 (L - 1» = - (1 - 1) •
Cor 3.2.2:
Suppose that V k-dimensional G-vector bundle E over X,
-;f1 (E - k) = - CE- k) (d = /Lo er) ~.Let E1 have dimension
k+1. Let p: P(E1) -)X be the proj ection, m d H the Hopf bundleThl·+·1
over P (E1). p" (E1) =HiE and by ~ P* t KG (X) -)KG (P(E1»*- - - -
is injective. Hence p cf1 (E1 - k+1 ) = cf1 (H+E - k+1) *
- * -_ - (H + E - k + 1) (by the induction hypothesis) = - p CB1- k+1)
i.e. Or1 CE1 - k+1) = - (B - k+1) •
The induction is complete. Q.E.D.
2Given a compact G-space X with base point, form S "X. It is a.
connected space. So we can define a homomorphism:
~o :. KG (x)_>u~.eo [A -1J
as~composition:
(G abelian)
.- AI ~_2 2 A/- 2
KG'(X) = KG (S, J\ X) = KG(S J\ X) ~1 ,>u~ (S2(\ X}[I\-1J =
~u~(X)LA -1 J
where all the isomorphisms are the canonical ones.
Let Gbe abelian. Given a locally compact G-space X and a closed
G-subspace A of X, '3 an additive homomorphism
c : KG (X,A)-0
such that ).l0.20 = - id : KG (X,A)-) KG(X,A) II
Proof:-
Given a compact G-space X with base point, the diagram:
is commutative. Now apply Lemma 3.2.1. Q.E.D.
2.3
~ 3.3 : U~ (-) [1\ -1J of Grassmannians :
Proposition 3.3.1: 'I,
CIA II.-.L:m"
Let E be ~ G-vector bundle over a compact G-space X and
let F(E) be the flag bundle of E. Let L1, ••• , Ln be the
*Then KG(F CE» is a freenatural line bundles over F(E).
*KG (X) - module generated by a. finite number of elements
of the form k
L n where k, € 7l.+ 'V i •
n ~
Proof:
If n==1, FeE) == x and the proposition is true. Suppose
the proposition is true for n-1 (n / 1) and let E have
dimension n. Let peE) be the projective bundle of E,
H the Hopf bundle over peE} and p: peE)--jX the natural
projective. Define E'over peE) by the relation :,
'*peN) == H ~ E'
There is a natural identification: FeE) = F(E~)
by sending the flag 6=Mo '.1 ,M2 , ••• , Mn= E~ eX.c X)
of linear subspaces of E~ to the flag Mo ' M2/, , M3/' ,. ••• ,
M1 M1
Mn;, == E'M . Under this identification, the natural line
M1 1
bundles L2 , ••• , Lover F(E) correspond to the naturaln
line bundles L1
,
, L2 , ••• , L'
n-1
over F(E'), and L1 over
*F(E) corresponds to H lifted to F(E'). Since KG(P(E» is
freely generate d over K~ (X) by 1 , H, ••• , ff-1 and the diagram :
2..+
F (E) =
t
X(;
F (E')
t
P (E )
is commutative,-the proposition is then true for dim E = n.
By induction, it is true V n, Q.E.D.
Cor 3.3.2:
Let V be a. G-module, L a 1 - dim ':. G-module. The natural
map:
*KG (F (V !j L) )
• , i!-._l._. ~~ KG (F CV) )
is an epimorphism.
Proof:
Follows from the above proposition because each of the natural
line bundles over reV) is the restriction of a natural one
over F (V i L) , .E.D.
Lemma 3.3.2:
Let V be a G-module, ~ (V) the Grassmann manifold (of k-dim.
subspaces) of V. Let F (V) be the fla.gmanifold of V• .3 an
* y *embedding KG (Gk (V» ;KG (F (V» with a natural left
inverse~
Let p(V) be the associated principal bundle. Because
*U(k) x U(n-k) acts freely on p(V) (n=1V1), then KG (Gk(V» =
~ (p (V)/U(k) X U(n-k) ) = K; X U(k) X U(n-k) (p (V»
( [20] )• imilarly if T is a maximal torus in U (n), then
K~ (F (V» = K; x T (p (V». It is shown by Atiyah ([ 2J )
th t the restriction homomorphism:
* *KG x U(k) x U(n-k) (p (V) )-) KG x T (p (V»
has a functOJ:>~al left inverst. Hence the result. Q.E.D.
Lemma3.3.4=-
Let V be a G-module, L a 1-dim. G-module. The G-space
~ (V ~ L) I is G-homeomorphicto the Thomspace of
Gk (V)
G-vector bundle (of fA certain dimension) over Gk_1 (V).
This is proved in the ordinary case, G=e, by S. Hoggar[. 13J ..
His proof is still valid in this general setting.
PropoSition 3.3.5:-
(L) If L is a 1 - dim~ G-module, and V is a G-module, the
is epi.
*(ii) Given a decomposable G-moduleV, then KG (Gk (V» is a
finitely-generated free RG - module.
Proof:
(i) By Cor 3.3.2, the natural homomorphism
* Cl *KG(F(V • L) • s)KG(F(V». is epi. The diagram:
* J. *ir (G (v r.. L» - __ ·...;::tJ~:::,KG(Gk (V»"c k 11'. 7iT i'ii
* \.' *KG (F(VQlL» , > Kcz (F (v),
is commutative. Thus j! 0 '(. is an epimorphism. This,
implies j. is epi.
(ii) Follows from (i) by using the Thomisomorphism theorem
for KG,- theory ( [ 2] ), and Lemma.3•.3'4.
Proposition 3.3.6~
Let V be a G-module (G abelian). Then u~ (Gk (V»[ 1\ -1J is
i'reely generated over U~[I\ -1J by a i'inite number of' elements
x'j J •• " Xl such that .Al(x1), fi.(X2)' ••• , #(xl_;).generate
*KG (~ (V» i'reely over RG.
Q.E.D.
Proof:
By induction on k. If k = 1 , Gk (V) = P(V) and the result
i'ollows f'rom Proposition 2.
Suppose it is true for k - 1, and we want to prove it for
k(k 7,2) • e proceed by induction on ,V1 • For 1V1 = k,
Gk (V) = pt. and the result is true. Suppose the proposition
has been proved for 1V1 = n~ Let L be a 1 - dim. G-module.
Wehave a commutative diagramt
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*By hypothesis, U
G
(Gk (V) is freely generated by x.. JI'" • x~
- *such that Y1 , ••• , Yv (li = ~(~i » generate KG (Gk (V))
freely over RG. By Proposition 3.3.5 (i), Yi can be pulled
*back to an element y:1.€ KG (Gk (v Q) L)}. Since
- * -1 *)L: U
G
(G
k
(V Q) L»[I\ :1 ~KG (Gk (V Q) L» is epi (C(lY?:'22),
Y1 can be pulled back to some element in u; (Gk(V If L))CA -1J •
- *In particular, Y1 = )L(t) , rome t. Let Z1 = i (t). Then
. - * ( 1 -)L (Z1) = ~ it) = i ).t. ( t) = Y1 • By the induction
hypothesis, 3 8.1 ,... , al. E: u~ LA -1J such that z1 =~ ai ~i •
Renee ji(z1) -. ~jJ..(ai) Yi i.e. Yf=l;"(8.i) Yi· This
- s-implies ).l(a
1
) = 1. But a1-=,[ Is"] where )1(s') = 1.
Therefore, )).,(s) = 1 i.e. s is invertible in u;[.1\-1J,
and so is 8.
1
• Hence if we replace X, by z1 ' 'Westill have
a basis z1 ' ~2 ' 'X.:3 ' ••• ,~,-: of U~ (Gk (V) [A-
1J f
Proceeding in this way, 'Weobtain a basis z1 ' ••• ,z", of
* . -1 .*U
G
(G
k
(V» LA ] such that Z'j = l. (tj) V j •
Hence i~ ~ u; (Gk (V Q) L)t,,-!l->u; (Gk (v»L'C
1
] is epi.
Since the latter module is free, the sequence:
*
U;(Gk(V Q) L), Gk(V» [A-~ ~ U;(Gk(V Q) L»[ 1\ -~ --2:_,U;(Gk(V) )l",-!1
is a split s.e.s.
No'Wusing the Thomisomorphism theorem (Th 1.4.5), Lemma3.3.4,
Lemma2· \ ·7 ,and the induction hypothesis, 'Wesee that the
result is valid for Gk (V Q) L). But G is abelian and so every
G-module is decomposable. Hence the result. .E.D.
2.8
~ 3.4 11!9uivn.riantK-theory and Cobordism (G abelian):
-~~
iVeare now in a position to relate KG- theory to UG- theory
for G abelian. The non-abelian case is also true but needs
more work. The next chapter will be concerned mainly with
that.
Regard RGas a u; OlA-1) - module via the homomorphism:
~: u~U\-1)---~RG (K~ (pt) = 0). Given (X,A) in (~1)'
define ;;
1 RG L1 ('T) ed (x )LA -tt RGLOG(x, ) = U~V(X, )[j\ -1~*LI\-!J ' G ,..., = UG ,A "®* Ir. -1JG %
and L; (X,A) = L~q(X, ) @ L~ (X,A) ••• (3.4.1)
There are natural homomorphisms(i) P : u; (X,A) [I\-:],L; (X, )
defined by ~ (:£.) = x.. ~ 1 , and (ii)
" * tA-11®JJ. : UG (X,A)t. .J X i~_1,RG
" _ UGllt.J
with )J. ex.®~) = ~.)l (~) • Hence there is a com.11lutativediagram:
U; (X,A)[A -:) fj ) L~ (X,A)
~* /~
KG (X,,A) •
Define *--:)LG (X,A) by the composition:
~ A * *Then).t 0 Co = - id : KG (X,A) ) KG(X, ). Hende
A * *)A-: LG (X,A) ~ KG (X,A) is epi.
'rh 3.4.2 :
Proof:
*He cm define, too, a UG - module structure on RG by means
RG is
Z 2 - graded vi ;
RG •
Let G be abelian. Suppose X is a locally compact G-space, and
A a closed G-subspace of X. The homomorphism:
is an isomorphism of~ 2 - graded rings.
it is enough to show that
A * *,M.-; LG(X,A)--) KG(X,A)
is an isomorphism of 712 - graded rings. Wehave already shown.
it is an epimorphism, an so it o:J.ly rellai."flSto prove that it is
a monomorp ism. Let V be a G-module, Gk (V) the Grassmann
!Illi1...1'lifoldof k-dim. Subspaces of V and ~ (V) the Thomspa ce of
the standard bundle over Gk (V). It follows from roposition
,. * )j_ *3.3.6 that )4:: LG (~ (V» - ~KG(Gk (V» (See [8J P.60-61).
By the Thomisomorphism theorem for u;[.,,-1] - theory, and
the commutative diagram (Lemma2...,·7 ):
* ~ *JL:. LG (~(V)} ) KG(l\(V». This implies the gener-al,
ca.se by using essentially the argument of Oonne r-F'Loyd [8J
Theorem (10.1). Q.E.D.
Chapter 4: The Relation of KG-. theory to Cobordism~
Wewish to prove Th 3.4.2 for general G. This is achieved by
*" *studying the rela.tion of UU(n) (-) and U'l!'C-) where T is a.
maximal tonus of UtI'•
*"The Relation of UG(-) with Bordism:
* 1)(*Clos~related to UGis the bordism ring G of unita.ry
G-manifolds (for the definition see T. tom Dieck [11] P.29).
Recall that an element OfV{~ Cntl +) is represented by a
closed unit rr G- anifold ( [11J P.29) Mn of dimension n, and
l}(~]+ [M~] = [~ U M~] • Multiplication in '11(~ =l VCGn
is induced by cartesian product :-[ 1] ,,[ N~] = [ 1 " N~].
*CV( Ghas a. unit 1E:.CV(~ represented by the G-mmifold consisting
of single pOint.
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In the msnner of Thom[23], one can define a ring ho.nornor'phLsm
(T.tom Dieck [11J ).
\ * * *L : 'Vc' G ---> UG = UG (pt),
s follows. Supposex e "l.Jl~ is represented by the closed unitary
G-manifold , n even. Embed M in a G-moduleV (Palais [18J )
such that the normal bundle N of H in V receives the correct
complex structure as a G-vector bundle (by the def:inition of
unitary G-manifold L11]). NowN can be identified with a
G-tubular neighbourhood of ~1 in V. Let T, () T correspond to
DN, SN, the disc bundle snd :phere bundle of N respectively.
Define L (x) ~ uGn to be the element represented
~ T.tV (2) ( )- /.. = DN/ __ ~M1V. _ nl G
~T SN 2
mere (1) is the collapsing map (Thomconstruction) and (2) is
induced by the G-unitary structure on M,. If n is odd, embed
in V ( IR the reals with trivial G-action) and carry out
the same construction.
Lemma4.1.1:
is well- defined.
Proof: (i) ~ does not depend on the choice of V:
Suppose f t M-) V , £' :-}'--::;V' are two permissible
embeddings of M. There is the diagonal embedding,
d: -)V Ii V'given by d (m) ;: f Cm) Ii f# (m)..
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Weneed only show that f and d give the same answer' for
i. ([ MJ ). Consider the G-homotopy of embeddings M-IV $ V'
defined by cL. (m) = f (m) + t f" (m) I O~ t.1). This is
tI ,
2. G-homotopybetween do and d1 = d. Since l., depends only
on the G-homotopy·class, it is enough to compare f: M-)V
and d : M-) V ~ V'. Let Nbe the nonnal bundle of f (M).
o
Then N ~ V'is the normal bundle of do (M) in V ~ V'. Hence
it is easily seen that the representative of L (:lC) given by
considering the embedding do : M ---7V ~ V' is given by
suspending the G-maprepresenting L (x) , (using f ::M-)V) ,
by V' + • This completes the proof of (i).
(ii) l does not depend on the representative of the bordism
class :: see C - F [7J p.28 and tom Dieck L 11J P!~. Q.E•.D.
It has been shown (Thorn-Milnor [23] and [17] ) that in the
, * * *ordinary case l:: 'U. = Il.J( -)U is an isomorphism..e
The inverse homomorphismis defined by usmg:
Given a base point preserving mapt
f:; Sn+k ) l\: J
3 n+ka based map : h :: S -) 1\ s.t.
(i) h is homotopic to f , the homotopy fixed at the base points,
(ii) h is differentiable and (iii) h is transvGrse regular to
B'k = B'k (e)
(Proved as in L 15J ).
Remark4.1.3:'
For G abelian, G j e the map:
. * *L : f\J( G-)UG
is not an isomorphism.
Proof:
Let V be a non-trivial irreducible representation of G. Thus
it is one-dimensional. The space M1 (G) can be naturally
identified with P (V~Q} 1) = the projective space of VC!oQ) 1
(see Lemma2.1.3) and so we can define Ii. based G-map:
P (V)+ __ f~) M1: (G)
by sending P (V) = point-)V cl-11 (G). It is unique up to
G-homotopy(Proposition 1.3.1). Let f~ U~(point) be the
element represented by this map. By Cor 2.1.6, ;\1 is
tV
represented by 1 - He KG (p (W Q) 1» V G-moduleW, H being
the Hopf bundle over P (\-/Q} 1). It follows that }L( f» =
= 1 - V ,. Q in KG: (pt) =- RG, since the latter is the free
group generated by the irreducible, inequi~a1ent representations
of G. HenceU~ has non-sere elements e.g. f. But since "lI(~ = 0
. * *for II n '/ 0, then L:: 1){G-;>UG is not an isomorphism.
Q.E.D.
Remark4.1.4:
The equivariant analogue of Th~.i.2is false (at least for
G, be.Li.an , G f. e) •
Proof:
uppose otherwise. Let P(V)ff.~)M1 (G) be the G-mapwe
have defined in the proof of emark 4.1.3. Then] a G-module
such that P ({)+ f ~1 (G) can be factored in the form
p (V) +__ j_' ) p (Wi- 1) C Ml (G) and j is transverse
regular on P (W) 6 P (Wi- 1). This emplies that j assigns to
P CV) a point of P (t.J' i- 1) - P C\.J} • The latter G-deform~tion
retracts onto P (1). Hence f is G-homotopic to the map sending
P (V)+ to the base point of M1 (~ (by a based homotopy).
Hence the elementp~ u~ represented by f is zero - contradiction
(see the previous proof). Q.E.D.
Gysin homomorphism:
In this section we assume that G is a compact connected
Lie group. Let T be a maximal tonus of G. G/ T is a complex
G-manifold which admits a complex G embedding in a G-module
V. In the usual way, the normal bundle of G/T in V can be
identified with a tubular neighbourhood N of it. Let
V· ___!_)N+ be the collapsing map (Thomconstruction) and let
N+ h)~ (G) be induced by a classifying map of the complex
G-vector bundle N-) G/ T. As pointed cutin ~ 4.1, the
.t· V+ f ~N+' h:--. M. (G) . t tcompos~~on : / / -x ~s a represen a ive
of c:. ( [G/T J) where l :V(~ -~ is the natural map.
Suppose nowX is a compact G-space. Let
'" * G ""'* + + 1 * .....* + +'t' : UG ( IT x X) -) UG (N " X ), q> : UG (X) -) UG (V 1\ X )
be the Thomisomorphisms (Tb 1.4.5). Define
to be equal to the composition •.
** G ., -it (+ +) f .A 1 .....* + ~ q:>' 1 *UG ( IT x X) -, UG N A X ---) UG, (V 1\ X ) - rUG (X) •
Lemma4.2.1:.
P* is a yell-defined homomorphism.
~:
One needs to verify that P* does not depend on the choice of the
embedding of G/T• Weuse an tiyah type of rgument
(er [5] 498-499). s in the proof of Lemma4.1.1, it is
enough to compare the results of embeddings S: G/,,£--1 V and
do : G/T --7V Q) V' such that if N is the normal bundle of S in
V, then n ~ V'is the normal, bundle of d in V @ V'.o
Denote by S. the composition
*u; (G/T x X) cp ~u~(N+ 1\ x") __ f_"_1_:; u~(V+I\ X+)
and by d the composition0*
* G 'P ~ , +UG ( IT x X)-)UG «N Q) V ) "
*
f '" 1>u; «Vet V') \ X+).
is commutative. Hence the lemma. Q.E.D.
* * * GLet p : UG( ). ~UG ( IT x X ) be the natural homomorphism
G
induced by the projection IT x X ~X •
Proposition 4.2.2:
* GGiven a compact G-space X, then for all x.l: UG( IT x X ), and
'1 (: U~ (X) , p (x.:p* (y) ) = p (:JC..). s- Moreover the
if-....... *'*' r > it G P *composition UG(X)--7UG ( IT x X ) * ~UG (X) is
multiplication by the G-bordism class IG/T1€ f\J( ~ •
Proof:
The first part follow s by the method of Dyer L12J P54. Since
X is compact, u~ (G/T x X) has an identity 1, so that
*p* 0 p (y) =-p* (1) Y • The naturality of p gives rise to a
*
commutative diagram:
* GUG- ( IT x x)
*where k is induced by X--tpoint•
Going back to the first paragraph of this section, we see that
p"(1) is represented by the composition V~ f )N+ h ~l\: (G)
Q.E.D.
as the composition:
U~ (X)4u; (X)__ F_(T_,_G)_~u;(G x X )
T
*-1 * G
_V__ JG ( IT x X ) •
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* if-Define r~:, UT ( ) ~ UG (x) by the composi tion:
U~r (X) F(T,G) U* (GxX) v* - 1 u* (G~ xX)
) G T 'G T F *--*...a,) UG (X).
We summarize the results of this section in
Cor 4.2.3:
* *Let r: UG (X) --7' UT CX) be the restricti on homomorphism
(X compact). 'l'here is a llratura~ homomorphism
* *t~:: UT (X) ~ UG (X)
such that '1 0 t"" is multiplication by t G/Tl .
4.3 :. The Equivariant Todd Genus of G!"t::
We assum.e the following from t4] sections 6.2, 6.3 (see also (5] ) g
Th 4.3.1:
Let 1:G/T be the tangent bundle of G/T ' <pt KG~G/T}-} KG (L G/T )
the Thomhomomorphism, and t-ind : KG:("( G/T ) ~ RG the
topological index. Then t-ind (<I' {1) ) = 1 •
This implies
Proposition 4.3.2t
* i * ~The composition tV( Gr ) UG ) RG
assigns to [G/TJ the identity of RG •
Proof:
There is a complex embedding of GjT in a G-module V. In the
usual way, the normal bundle N to GIT in V can be identified
with a G-tubular neighbourhood of it. There is then induced a
eorapl.ex embedding of GIT in -t V with normal bundle"t W. Let
('tV)+ k> (tN)+ be the collapsing map and let (t'N)~Mr (G)
be induced by a classifying map of t' N .....,G/T (I" = 21V1 - 1 G/T 1 ).
. * *. (G ]By the definition of l: CV(G ___, UG ' d IT) is represented
by the composition:
('tV) + k) (TN}"" g'.., Mr. (G). Hence }t.i( [ GIT:1) is the
,._;I
image of the natural element ~,... in 0 (Mr (G» under the
composition:
'0 (M
r
(G» f~ )KG «L'N)"") k ~ ~~ «l'V)+ ) <P -1 > RG ~
I
By naturality of the Thorncl£.ss, f· ~ r) ::. the Thornclass in
__ ..,....... rr' G
KG ( ('" N) ) of the bundle \..NT ~ / T • Denoting the Thom
homomorphismby <p , we deduce that applying the composition ::
I
KG:: ( G/
T
) f 7Ka. (L' N) k· ) KG ('1' V) f> -1) RG
to the element 1 €" KG ( G/ T) gives uSf<.LCC G/'rJ)· Let E oX..
denote the fiber over the point se of the bundle E -? :re
GivenX & G/ T' ("('N) ,t: = N:c, i V = N.x...1N erG / T )x.. •
Hence-r GIT~ G/T is naturally a G-sub bundle ofL' N~ G/T
(when both are considered as complex bundles). By the
transitivity of the Thornhomomorphism([ 201), we get a.
commutative diagram:
) = 1 (Theorem 4.3.1) II
.E.D.
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Remark:
Conner-Floyd have proved that for ordinary unita.ry bordism,
the composition "'\ i} u* JA-,ll sends the bordism class
of a fold H2n into (_)n Td [M2n ] where Td[ M2nJ is the
Todd genus of M2n ( (8] P.37). So we view the above
proposition ~s a computation (up to sign) of the equivariant
GTodd genus of IT.
~ 4.4: The Main Theorem:
Proceeding as in ~ 4.2, we can construct a homomorphisrn
* G *P! : KG ( IT x X) ~ KG (X)
I * *for all compact G-spaces X (G connected). Let f ~KG (X)~KT (X)
be the restriction homomorphism, and let K; (X) F#(TJX)~ K;' (~)
be the canonical isomorphism ( [20J P.132). Using the
Gidentification v~ G x X :: IT x X (1.'~6),we get an
T
isomorphism
Lemma4.4.1~
The diagrams:
U~ (X) r * * F(T,G) U*(GxX)(i) ~UT (X) (ii) Uv (X) > G Tf'l ~l ~1 j;)A;
~~ r' * * F'(T,G) K* (~X)KG(X) ~ K.r (X) K.r (X) > G ('-r
(iii) * G P* *UG ( IT x X) }UG (X)~t V
* G P! *'Kcx ( IT x X) > Ku (X)
are commutative.,
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Proof:
The proof of (i) is straightforward. To prove (ii) is
commutative, we recaLl, that the inverse isomorphisms
* * * *F(G,T) : UG(GxX)---)UT(X) and F'(G,'I') : KG(GxX)->Kr(X)
T T
are given by the compositions U~(GxX) r) U;(GxX) q* ~ u; (X)
T T
* * * *lind KG(GxX) r 'lK.r (GxX) q) KT. (X) where r is the
T T
restriction homomorphismand q : X~GxX sends ~ to [1, X] •
T
Hence by (i) and the natura.lity of p, (ii) is commutative.
Because jJvis natural and commutes with the Thomhomomorphism
(Lemma 2....1·7), (iii) is commutative.
* *Define r!: KT (1)---, KG(X) by the composition
lf~ (X) F(T,G) K* (M) v!-1 ~ K* (G/ x X) P: Jr,KG*(X).--.r ---~) G T "G T _--"--?"
* *Hence r[ 0 r'= id: Ka (X)~KG (X) (Atiyah[2]). On the
Q.E.D.
(4.4.2).....
other hand, the composition
U~ (X) ® * RG reg) r';> u; (X) ® * RI'
rrG UT
is multiplica.tion by ,4A- ([G/TJ) = 1
JIiI"\" *r,1oC>' r, U (X) Il:>.. RG. '> G '41*UG
(Cor 4.2.3 and Prop.4.3.2)
the composition (4.4.2) is equal to id:
* *UG (X) (9 * RG ;, UG (X) ~ * RG •UG UG
Combining this result with Th. 3.4.2 and Lemma4.4.1.
Theorem 4.4.,2:
Let G be a compact connected Lie goup. The homomorphism
Proof:
41
is an isom.orphism of Z 2 - graded rings for all coapacf G-
spaces X. Moreover for any compact Lie group G, and a compsct
G-space X,
Case (i) : G connected. Let T be a maximal tonus of G.
* N *By Theorem ).4.2 ,jt@ 1 : UT (X) ~* RT = KT ( ). From
Lemma4.4.1, the diagram: T
is commutative. Since}l{Y1 and r~r'are injective (4.4.2),
Ithen,M.(&)1 is injective. It is also surj ective because ri •
and /ok ®1 re. Hence it is an ioomorphism.
C se (ii) : The generQI case. Embed G in U(n) for some n.
* .III *Then U,..,(X)@ RG . = UU( ) eU x X) ~ *
u U"- n "c U
G G·
N * * U . RUn)
'\ten) eu x X)®..- (UU(n) (n/G)®*nG U UnG
III * N * (Un x X)<9* RU- (U\i(n~ (U _x X)®* UG )~* RUn. = U1j(n)n,G UG U ~G U nru n
N * (u x X) /1/ *~(n) = KG (X) where all the Leomorphi.sms thatn,6
appeu are the canonical ones we already defined (see~1.4, and
case (i) above ).
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